Shredding

HORIZONTAL DRUM CHIPPERS

VTH SERIES

Vecoplan VTH Series Drum Chippers
The Ultimate Tool for Wood Chip Production
Vecoplan VTH Series Drum Chippers are indispensable in the wood
processing industry owing to their enormous throughput and wide
range of sizes and rotor systems. They are designed to perform
a range of tasks, from the production of fuel chips for energy
generation through to quality wood chips for the wood pulp industry.
In a nutshell, Vecoplan VTH Series Drum Chippers are used in
industrial applications where wood chips are required as the starting
material for a subsequent production process.
While often used in wood recycling, referring to the Vecoplan
VTH Series Drum Chipper as just a “wood recycle machine” is
a misnomer, in that a powerful drum chipper is equal to other
machines in a plant’s production system. Used directly in the
production line in sawmills for evacuation and wood waste
recycling, the Vecoplan VTH Series Drum Chippers produce high
quality chips for the production of chipboard, paper, wood pulp, and
fuel. In short - a large capacity wood chipper produces revenue.

More Options
Many of the VTH-Series™ Drum Chippers are available with optional cutting rotor designs. If a larger and rougher particle size is acceptable, many of the VTH-Series™ models are available with the
patented TorsionPoint™ “U”-Rotor™. Vecoplan has used this rotor in its vertical shredders since 1983 and is the preferred shredding method used in industry today. The standard cutting rotor design is
a precision granulator or drum chipper rotor in 2-4-knife configurations in a moderately open design. The knife rotor turns at moderate RPM and utilizes sharp knives similar to conventional granulator
or chipper blades. A unique clamping system secures the knives in place and affords many
sharpening intervals. When a small and uniform granulate or chip is needed, the knife rotor is
suggested. In the wood industry, Vecoplan has been producing high quality drum chippers since 1969.
While durability and extremely low maintenance are highly valuable benefits of the VTH-Series™,
they pale in comparison to the performance it delivers. The unique design and resulting efficiencies
contribute to both a lower purchase price and lower subsequent operating costs.

VTH 8

APPLICATION
For the production of high quality wood chips made from short or long pieces of waste wood from
the timber sizing and wood processing industry.

VTH 12

APPLICATION
Extrusion profi les, plastic strips, soft woods, hard woods and all kinds of timber waste that occur
in typical carpenter‘s workshops and joineries. Especially for long pieces of materials.

VTH 15

APPLICATION
For the production of high quality wood chips made from short or long pieces of waste wood from
the timber sizing and wood processing industry.

VTH 20

APPLICATION
Our drum chippers produce top quality wood chips from slabs, edgings, round timber and all kinds
of wood. This drum chipper is primarily used in sawmills, furniture factories and planing mills.

VTH 25

APPLICATION
For the production of high quality wood chips made from short or long pieces of waste wood from
the timber sizing and wood processing industry.

VTH 30

APPLICATION
For use in sawmills, chipboard and paper industry for the generation of high quality wood chips, and in
medium-sized biomass power plants for the production of energy wood chips for thermal recovery.

VTH 35

APPLICATION
For use in the chipboard and paper industry for the creation of high quality wood chips, and in
larger biomass power plants for the production of energy wood chips for thermal recovery.

VTH 45

APPLICATION
For use in the chipboard and paper industry for the creation of high quality wood chips, and in
larger biomass power plants for the production of energy wood chips for thermal recovery.

VTH 85

APPLICATION
For use in the chipboard and paper industry for the creation of high quality wood chips, and in
biomass power plants with extended ranges of capacity for the production of energy wood chips
for thermal recovery.
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